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THE INVESTIGATION OF A NONLINEAR
CHARACTERISTIC PROBLEM BY USING ANALOGUES

OF RIEMANN INVARIANTS

M. MENTESHASHVILI

Abstract. The nonlocal characteristic problem for a second order
quasi-linear equation with rectilinear characteristics and admissible
parabolic degeneration is investigated.
îâäæñéâ. êŽöîëéöæ àŽêýæèñèæŽ ŽîŽèëçŽèñîæ éŽýŽïæŽåâĲâèæ
ŽéëùŽêŽ éâëîâ îæàæï çãŽäæûîòæãæ ìŽîŽĲëèñîŽá àŽáŽàãŽîâĲŽáæ
àŽêðëèâĲæïŽåãæï. öâïûŽãèæèæŽ ŽéëêŽýïêæï ŽîïâĲëĲæïŽ áŽ âîåŽáâ-
îåëĲæï ïŽçæåýæ àŽêðëèâĲæï äëàŽáæ ŽéëêŽýïêæï àŽéëõâêâĲæï
àŽîâöâ.

1. Introduction

In the present work we investigate a modified characteristic problem for
a second order quasi-linear equation with real characteristics. As is known,
characteristics of quasi-linear equations may depend on values of an un-
known solution and its derivatives. In such a case they are unknown and
should be defined simultaneously with a solution (see [1]). Characteristics
of such equations may form families of any geometry. However, there exist
equations for which these characteristic families may have a quite definite
configuration. For the equation

uxx + (1 + ux + uy) · uxy + (ux + uy) · uyy = 0, (1)

the family defined by the characteristic root λ1 = 1 is represented by straight
lines x− y = c, but as regards to the family of the root λ2 = ux + uy, one
has to take into account the following fact: the equation itself along the
characteristics of that family is written simply as d(ux) + d(uy) = 0. This
characteristic differential relation results in the equality ux + uy = const
along any characteristic of the given family. Thus, relying on the analysis
of joint characteristic differential relations, we have obtained explicitly the
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so-called characteristic invariants, the analogues of the well-known Riemann
invariants: {

ξ = y − x,

ξ1 = euy (ux + uy − 1),
(2)

for the family of the root λ1, and{
η = y − (ux + uy)x,

η1 = ux + uy,
(3)

for the family of the root λ2.
The invariants (2) and (3) are constant along every characteristic of the

corresponding family. It should be noted that equation (1) has no another
characteristic invariants, independent of (2) and (3) (see [2]).

Judging by its characteristic roots λ1, λ2, equation (1) is hyperbolic.
However, the case is not excluded in which the values of these roots co-
incide and hence equation (1) degenerates parabolically. This occurs for
ux + uy = 1. Therefore, a class of hyperbolic solutions of the equation
under consideration should be defined by the condition

ux + uy − 1 6= 0. (4)

Analyzing structures of characteristic invariants η and η1, we can con-
clude that inclination of every separately taken characteristic is defined by
the value of the invariant η1, and hence is constant. This implies that all
these characteristics form a family of straight lines.

Of the works based on the idea to apply the method of characteristics to
nonlinear hyperbolic problems the works [3–8] are worth mentioning. They
investigate structures of domains of definition of solutions and of domains
of influence of initial and characteristic perturbations in singular cases.

A Nonlocal Characteristic Problem.
In this section we formulate a nonlocal problem in the statement of which

all the above-mentioned properties and singularities of equation (1) will be
taken into account. The attention earn the works [5–7] referring to the
investigation of analogous problems for non-strictly hyperbolic second order
equations with quasi-linear principal part.

If on some set of points A the value of the sum

ux(x0, y0) + uy(x0, y0) = α(x0, y0), (x0, y0) ∈ A

of the first order derivatives ux, uy of an unknown solution u(x, y) is known,
then the family characteristics of the root λ2 are representable in the form

y − y0 = α(x0, y0)(x− x0).

In the case if α(x0, y0) = 1 at an arbitrary point (x0, y0) ∈ A, then the
equation degenerates parabolically along the whole line y − y0 = x− x0. If
the set A is a segment J = {y = 0, x ∈ [0, a]} of the line y = 0, then all the
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family characteristics of the root λ2 will be defined and, hence, the points
of their intersection with characteristions of another family, including with
the charactersitic y = x, will be known. Thus, under the condition

ux(x, 0) + uy(x, 0) = α(x), x ∈ J (5)

the characteristics of the family λ2 passing through an arbitrary point
(x0, 0), x0 ∈ [0, a] have the form

y = α(x0)(x− x0)

and intersect with the line y = x at the point Q(µ(x0), µ(x0)), where

µ(x) =
xα(x)

α(x)− 1
.

The Nonlocal Problem.
Find a regular solution u(x, y) of equation (1) and simultaneously a do-

main of its propagation if it satisfies the condition (5) and the nonlocal
condition

u(x, 0) = β(x)u(µ(x), µ(x)) + ϕ(x), x ∈ J, (6)

where α, β, ϕ ∈ C2[0, a] are the given functions.

Theorem 1. Let the function α(x) satisfy the conditions

|2α(x)− 1| > 1, −∞ < α′(x) < 0, x ∈ J, β(0) 6= 1, (7)

then a regular solution of the problem (1), (5, 6) exists in a characteristic
triangle ∆ bounded by the data supports and characteristic y = α(a)(x−a).

Proof. First of all, we note that if at some point (x0, 0), x0 ∈ J the equal-
ity α(x0) = 1 is fulfilled, then the characteristics of both families passing
through the point (x0, 0) coincide, do not intersect the line y = x and,
hence, the condition (6) turns out to be ill-posed.

Characteristics of the root λ2, being the lines, may intersect with each
other. The structure of a set of these points of intersection depends com-
pletely on the values and behavior of the function α(x). For α(x) = const,
such a point lies at infinity, and all characteristics are parallel.

In the case if

0 < α(x) < 1, α′(x) > 0, x ∈ J

the characteristics of the family λ2 may intersect in a half-plane y > 0, and
a solution in this case may turn out to be nonregular. But if 0 < α(x) < 1,
α′(x) < 0, x ∈ J , then characteristics of the family λ2 do not intersect in
the half-plane y > 0 with the line y = x.

When
α(x) > 1, α′(x) < 0, x ∈ J,
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the characteristics of the family λ2 may intersect only in the half-plane
y < 0, and each of them may intersect with the characteristic of the family
λ1 not more than once.

Assume that the function α(x) satisfies the conditions (7). Then through
every point of the segment [0, a] there passes only one characteristic of every
family.

Taking into account the condition (5), at all points Q(µ(x), µ(x)), x ∈
[0, a] of the characteristic y = x we have

ξ1

∣∣
y=x

= euy(µ(x),µ(x)) · [α(µ(x))− 1] = euy(0,0) · [α(0)− 1]. (8)

On the other hand, the same point Q appears likewise on the family
characteristic of the root λ2, passing through (x, 0). Therefore, taking into
account (3) and (5), we have

ux(µ(x), µ(x)) + uy(µ(x), µ(x)) = ux(x, 0) + uy(x, 0) = α(x). (9)

Consequently, the relation (8) takes at the point Q the form

eux(µ(x),µ(x)) · [α(x)− 1] = eux(0,0) · [α(0)− 1]. (10)

The conditions (7) ensure strict monotonicity of the function µ(x). In
particular, µ′(x) 6= 0 everywhere on J and, naturally, the sign remains
unchanged. This function in the neighborhood of any point x0 ∈ [0, a] is
locally invertible. But we assume that the stronger condition

α(x) > 0, −∞ < α′(x) < 0, x ∈ J, β(0) 6= 1 (11)

is fulfilled.
Note that the case α(x) < 0, −∞ < α′(x) < 0, x ∈ J is considered

analogously.
From the relation (10), we can easily find a value of the derivative of

an unknown function with respect to the variable y along the character-
istic y = x. Taking into account (9) and the condition (5), along that
characteristic we can find values of the derivatives ux, uy of the solution
u(x, y):

uz(x, x) = α(ν(x))− uy(0, 0)− log
α(0)− 1

α(ν(x))− 1
, (12)

uy(x, x) = uy(0, 0) + log
α(0)− 1

α(ν(x))− 1
, (13)

where by ν is denoted the inverse function µ(x). The existence of the unique
inverse function is guaraneed by the condition (11).

Integration of the sum ux(x, x) + uy(x, x) along the line y = x yields

u(x, x) = u(0, 0) +

x∫

0

α(ν(t))dt,
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due to which from (6) we find the values u(x, 0) of the solution of the
problem everywhere on the segment J :

u(x, 0) = ϕ(x) + β(x) ·
(

u(0, 0) +

x∫

0

α(t) · µ′(t) dt

)
≡ f(x). (14)

By virtue of (14), we calculate values of the derivative ux of a solution
of the problem at all points of the segment [0, a]:

ux(x, 0) = ϕ′(x) + β′(x) ·
(

u(0, 0) +

x∫

0

α(t) · µ′(t)dt

)
+ β(x) α(x)µ′(x),

and taking into account (5), we find also the values

uy(x, 0) = α(x)− ϕ′(x)− β′(x) ·
(

u(0, 0) +

x∫

0

α(t) · µ′(t) dt

)
−

−β(x)α(x) µ′(x) ≡ g(x). (15)

As is seen from the above expressions, the derivatives of an unknown
solution u are defined completely at the origin. Moreover, all these values
can be defined along the characteristic y = α(a)(x−a). Indeed, (14) and (15)
allow one to calculate values of the invariants ξ, ξ1 at every point (x0, 0) ∈ J :

ξ
∣∣
x=x0,y=0

= −x0,

ξ1 = eg(x0)(α(x0)− 1),

which are retained along the entire characteristic y = x− x0. On the other
hand, the values of another invariants of the characteristic η, η1 on

η = y − α(a)x and η1 = α(a)

are known.
In view of the fact that all four equalities are fulfilled on the above charac-

teristic at the point (µ(a), µ(a)), we can define the values u, ux, uy at every
its point. Thus the problem (1) is, in fact, solved. The reason for such a
conclusion is the following fact: all characteristics

y = α(ν(x1))(x− ν(x1)),

of the family λ2 emanated from the points (x1, x1), x1 ∈ [0, µ(a)] as well as
the characteristics

y = x + x2(α(a)− 1)− aα(a)

of the family λ1 emanated from the points (x2, α(a)(x2 − a)), are known.
A set of points of intersection of these characteristics allows one to define
the domain of propagation of a solution of the problem under consideration.
In the given case we are interested in the characteristic triangle ∆ which
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is bounded by the data supports and characteristic y = α(a)(x − a). The
values of all invariants along the corresponding characteristics allowing us to
get a solution of the problem everywhere in the triangle ∆, are known. ¤

But if, nevertheless, we are required to have not only a numerical, but
also an analytic representation of a solution of the problem, for this purpose
we have several variants.

The first variant dealing with the consideration of the Cauchy problem
with data

u
∣∣
y=0

= f(x), uy

∣∣
y=0

= g(x), x ∈ [0, a],

where the functions f and g are given by formulas (14) and (15), has been
considered by us by using a general solution of equation (1). Here we con-
sider another variant of investigation of the problem (1), (5,6) which turns
out to be considerably simpler even without a general solution of the equa-
tion.

Theorem 2. Let the conditions (7) be fulfilled and the system

x =
z − tα(t)
1− α(t)

, y =
(z − t)α(t)
1− α(t)

(16)

define a unique inverse transformation from the arguments z, t to the argu-
ments x, y:

z = y − x, t = R(x, y), (17)

then in the characteristic triangle ∆ there exists a unique regular solution
of the nonlocal problem (1), (5, 6) which is given by the formula

u(x, y) =

x∫

0

(α(τ)− g(τ))dτ +

y∫

0

(
g(x− τ) + log

α(x− τ)− 1
α(R(x, τ))− 1

)
dτ. (18)

Proof. The conditions (5,6) of the problem allow us to find the values of
an unknown solution and also of its first order derivatives on the whole
data support. They are represented by formulas (12)–(15). Using these
values, we can determine all characteristics emanated from points of the
support J ∪ {(x, y) : x = y, 0 ≤ x ≤ a}. All of them are the segments of
the lines lying in the triangle ∆. If in that triangle the conditions (7) are
fulfilled, then standard requirements regarding characteristic families are
not violated: family characteristics of the root λ2 are mutially disjoint, and
curves of different families cannot intersect more than at one point.

For a more complete description of a family of characteristics of the root
λ2 we choose arbitrarily on the segment J a pair of points (z, 0) and (t, 0),
where 0 < z < t < a. Through these points we draw the characteristics
`1 : y = x − z, of the family of the root λ1 and λ2 : yα(t)(x − t), of the
family of the root λ2. Since for α(x) > 1 the conditions (7) are fulfilled, all
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the above arguments are true, and the intersection of the segments `1 and
`2 is guaranteed. The point of that intersection is defined completely,

x∗ =
z − tα(t)
1− α(t)

, y∗ =
(z − t)α(t)
1− α(t)

. (19)

Along the characteristics `1 and `2, we have the relations

ξ1

∣∣
`1

= euy · [ux + uy − 1]
∣∣
y=x−z

,

η1

∣∣
`2

= [ux + uy]
∣∣
y=α(t)(x−t)

,

in which there appear traces of the derivatives ux and uy taken respectively
on `1 and `2. These traces must coincide at the point (x∗, y∗). Consequently,
we can consider them as a system for finding values of derivatives at the
point of intersection. They are really defined in terms of new arguments
z, t:

uz(x∗, y∗) = α(t)− g(z)− log
(

α(z)− 1
α(t)− 1

)
,

uy(x∗, y∗) = g(z) + log
(

α(z)− 1
α(t)− 1

)
.

We represent a solution of the problem u(x(z, t), y(z(t)) in new variables
in terms of the function v of the arguments z, t which in their turn are
the functions of (x, y), v = v(z(x, y), t(x, y)). Obviously, the first order
derivatives of a solution of the problem with respect to parameters z, t will
have the form

vt = α(t)
(

α(t)
α(t)− 1

+
(z − t)α′(t)
(α(t)− 1)2

)
,

vz =
α(t)

1− α(t)
− g(z)− log

(
α(z)− 1
α(t)− 1

)
.

It can be directly verified that the right-hand sides of the above equali-
ties satisfy the conditions of Schwarz theorem. Therefore, constructing the
expression of a full differential in terms of z, t, we can, by means of inte-
gration, uniquely define a certain function H(z, t). Moreover, this function
can be expressed in terms of the values x∗, y∗. These values are defined
by intersection of arbitrarily taken characteristics `1, `2 and, hence, they
may also be assumed as arbitrary. In other words, they may be designed as
arguments. On the strength of the above-said, the stars in the system (19)
can be omitted. We denote this inversion by (17) which finally results in
(18).

There arises the question whether the function (18) is really a solution
of the problem under consideration. A positive answer to the question
becomes clear after the remark that R(x, 0) = x. Such a property can
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easily be perceived from the first relation in (16) by substituting (17) into
these relations. ¤
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